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In this paper we will investigate the deficiencies and the achievements of today’s Internet. We outline how Network Virtualization
(NV) can overcome the shortfalls of today’s networks, how it paves the way for the Future Internet, and how it can facilitate the
convergence of currently different networks.

The major building blocks of NV are the a) use of application-specific routing overlays, b) the safe consolidation of resources by OS
virtualization on a generic infrastructure, and c) the exploitation of the network diversity for performance enhancements and for new
business models, such as the provisioning of intermediates nodes or path oracles.

Furthermore, we detail a more elaborate concept for network virtualization, which is denoted as Transport Virtualization (TV). TV
transfers the concept of location independence of resources to the area of data transport in communication networks.
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Aufbruch zum Internet der Zukunft: virtuelle Netze f€uur konvergente Dienste.

Der Beitrag diskutiert die Unzul€aanglichkeiten und die Erfolge des heutigen Internets und beschreibt, wie das Konzept der
,,Netzvirtualisierung‘‘ diese M€aangel beseitigen kann. Insbesondere stellt der Beitrag dar, wie ,,Netzvirtualisierung‘‘ das Internet der
Zukunft erm€ooglicht und wie es zu einer geeigneten Konvergenz heute noch unterschiedlicher Kommunikationssysteme f€uuhrt.

Die Bausteine von ,,Netzvirtualisierung‘‘ sind a) die Nutzung von anwendungspezifischen Routing-Overlays, b) die sichere und
zuverl€aassige Virtualisierung von Ressourcen auf Ebene der Betriebssysteme und c) die Nutzung der Diversit€aat in Netzen.

Weiters f€uuhrt der Beitrag in das Konzept der ,,Transport-Virtualisierung‘‘ ein, das eine €UUbertragung der Ideen der ,,Netzvirtualisierung‘‘
f€uur einen Datentransportdienst darstellt.
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1. Introduction

Communications networks are currently designed with the focus

on integration. They are able to handle all kinds of communica-

tion traffic in a single network. Therefore, they apply a consistent

address space, routing, and resource sharing. Prominent exam-

ples for this concept are the B-ISDN architecture and the IP

hourglass model. However, it becomes increasingly obvious that

the integrative approach might be useful when mainly connectiv-

ity is required, but it turns out to be inappropriate for specific

blends of traffic (e.g. VoIP stream mixed with transactional traf-

fic), certain technologies (e.g. wireless networks), and for foster-

ing economic competition among providers (e.g. multi-domain

services).

In order to overcome the impasses of the current systems and

ossification of their protocols, a new technology is currently under

development which is denoted as Network Virtualization (NV). NV

allows the simultaneous operation of multiple logical networks (also

known as overlays) on a single physical platform. NV permits dis-

tributed participants to create almost instantly their own network

with application-specific naming, topology, routing, and resource

management mechanisms, such as server virtualization enables

users to use even a whole computing center arbitrarily as their

own personal computer. Therefore, NV received recently tremen-

dous attention since it is expected to be one of the major paradigms

for the Future Internet as proposed by numerous international initia-

tives on future networks, e.g. PlanetLab (USA, International)

(Roscoe, 2005), GENI (USA) (GENI Consortium, 2006; GENI Planning

Group, 2006), AKARI (JAPAN) (NICT, 2007), and G-Lab (Germany)

(Tran-Gia, 2008).

In this paper we argue why and how NV constitutes a powerful

technology for the future Internet and how it improves convergence

of networks and services. We will outline major building blocks for

NV and detail a more elaborate concept for network virtualization,

which is Transport Virtualization (TV). With TV, we transfer the

concept of location independence of resources to the area of data

transport in communication networks. We will outline the capability

of TV by an example for a transport mechanism for high throughput

data transmission in routing overlays. The transport mechanism is

based on Concurrent Multipath (CMP) transmission, also known as

striping, and discuss briefly its complexity.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we will discuss the defi-

ciencies and achievements of today’s Internet and its application and

outline the new needs for convergence. After that, we discuss how

recent results in overlay technology, network diversity, and operat-

ing system virtualization contribute to the capabilities of NV. The

next section will detail the concept of Transport Virtualization and

outline the capability of TV using the example of CMP transmission.

Finally, the paper will conclude with a short summary and a discus-

sion of requirements for a convergent Future Internet reference

architecture model.

2. Some deficiencies and achievements of today’s Internet

When addressing the shortfalls of the current Internet, the discus-

sion usually focuses quickly on architectural and operational issues
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such as the anticipated lack of IP addresses (CNet News, 1999), the

complexity of today’s management (Clark et al., 2003), or the insuf-

ficient extensibility of today’s IP protocol family denoted as protocol

ossification (Handley, 2006). However, this discussion neglects often

the requirements of the future applications and users. Since it is

particularly hard to foresee the future, we restrict this discussion to

accepted requirements of current applications and usages, which

are not solved, even until today. This approach provides a bench-

mark whether a future Internet architecture will be at least superior

to today’s system by solving current problems. After the discourse of

the deficiencies, we acknowledge that the current Internet is still a

success story. We will outline selected achievements of the current

system and its applications and investigate what we can learn from

these successes for a future system.

2.1 Deficiencies

A major deficiency of today’s Internet is still the missing control of

the end-to-end quality of service (QoS). Many solutions such as

IntServ or DiffServ have been developed and certain QoS islands

have been formed depending on the technology and the capabilities

of the providers applying these mechanisms. As a result, a user may

ask: ‘‘Why can’t I take advantage of these islands?’’.

Although the protocols of the current Internet have been

designed for catastrophic failures, the reliability of the current sys-

tem and its application is very poor. However, the sophisticated

resilience concepts exist, e.g. for Multiprotocol Label Switching

(MPLS), and are available at experienced Internet Services Providers

(ISPs). Again, this fact raises the question why the reliability islands

can’t be exploited for better system or service reliability.

Finally, a major deficiency is the lock-in of users to their ISPs which

suppresses competition among ISPs. John Crowcroft expressed this

shortfall precisely in a posting to the End2End-Interest Mailing on

April 26th 2008: ‘‘. . . I can go on the web and get my gas, electricity,

. . . changed, why is it not possible to get a SPOT price for broadband

Internet?". This feature is similar to the ‘‘call-by-call’’ provider selec-

tion scheme in some deregulated telephone service markets such as

Germany. After passing the access system, the traffic is forwarded to

the appropriate transport network. Currently, a user may ask: ‘‘Why

is the data traffic not being relayed after the access network to the

most cost-efficient ISP selected by me?’’.

2.2 The need for a new concept of convergence

The services in classical communication networks, such as ISDN or

GSM, are rather platform-dependent. The increased application of

abstraction layers which provide service interfaces that are indepen-

dent from the underlying physical network, like the Internet Protocol

(IP) or overlay techniques, permits services to be consumed in a

variety of wireless and wireline networks such as ADSL, WLAN, or

UMTS. Hence, the transition from network-centric services to appli-

cation-centric multi-network services (Tutschku, Tran-Gia, Andersen,

2008) has occurred as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1(a) depicts the relationship of applications, services, ser-

vice providers, and network providers in a typical single provider

legacy PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network). With the appli-

cation of the IP protocol stack a middle layer has been introduced,

cf. Fig. 1(b). Applications and services could have been provided

across different technical domains, however, certain restrictions

were still preserved such as limited resource management and quite

inflexible routing. By the introduction of application-specific over-

lays, most of these limitations have been overcome and in future

networks the generic overlays may even simplify today’s layering

architecture, cf. Fig. 1(c).

Classical services and applications, such as voice, were typically

provisioned by network operators. The successful Peer-to-Peer (P2P)

content delivery applications, cf. Sect. 2.3.1, however, have blurred

the boundary between content providers and consumers. In addi-

tion, they showed that edge-based communities could easily design,

deploy and offer services. The new services reveal edge-based intel-

ligence and form overlays, which are virtual relationships within real

physical network, with application-specific naming and routing

concepts.

Furthermore, users transfer their social behavior increasingly to

networks and networked applications. Social networking web sites

like YouTube (YouTube Inc., 2006) or MySpace (MySpace Inc., 2006)

with user-generated content became tremendously popular. They

permit the users to structure the use of the information according to

their specific social interests or social relationships.

The ubiquity and availability of networked applications in today’s

wired and wireless networks combined with an increasing commer-

Fig. 1. Evolution to multi-network service towards future overlays
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cial significance has led to a demand for highly dependable net-

works and services. Hence, automatic resilience, fault management,

and overload mechanisms have been introduced on different layers.

Examples include fast reroute mechanisms on the network layer

(Martin, Menth, 2006), multi source download in P2P content dis-

tribution networks, cf. Sect. 2.3.1, or dependable overlay services

for supporting vertical handovers in mobile networks (Tutschku,

Nakao, 2009).

The success of virtual mobile operators (Varoutas et al., 2002) or

of the P2P VoIP service Skype (Skype Technologies S.A., 2003) has

shown that virtualization of telecommunication operators, services

or applications are no longer a concept discussed only by research-

ers. For example, Skype replaced central indices for user locations

and virtualized the indices by distributed software running on the

end user clients. In addition, the simple and open programming

interfaces of the Skype software permits third parties to develop

rapidly numerous commercial services on top of it, e.g. on-line

translation services (Skype Limited, 2006).

As a result of the above outlined trends, a new concept for the

convergence in networks is needed. While the convergence concept

of current networks addresses at the interconnection of networks

and services, has the new approach to aim at the contribution,

sharing, and aggregation of resources. We will see below that Net-

work Virtualization is targeting in particular at these features.

2.3 Achievements of the current Internet

Despite all its deficiencies, the current Internet has also facilitated

never expected ways of using and operating networks efficiently.

2.3.1 P2P-based content distribution

One of the fastest revolutions in Internet usage was the develop-

ment of P2P content distribution applications. P2P systems are a

specific type of distributed systems, which consist of equal entities,

denoted as peers that share and exploit resources in a cooperative

way by direct end-to-end exchanges on application layer.

P2P content distribution systems are used to distribute very large

video and audio files like DVDs or CDs. The first major P2P content

distribution application was Gnutella (Clip2, 2001), released in 1999.

After only four years, P2P contribution applications have become the

major source of Internet traffic. Table 1 shows the shares of the

different traffic types at a residential access system (Gabeiras, 2004).

Traditional P2P content distribution applications consider a loose

notion for quality, i.e. a file will eventually be downloaded after

some time. P2P-based IP-TV applications are even capable to support

strict quality constraints for video playback. They are capable to relay

sufficient video data to an end user peer such that the peer is able to

play out continuously a moving image with sound. The popularity of

P2P-based IP-TV was revealed in recent studies. Table 2 depicts

observed and estimated traffic volumes of different IP-TV applica-

tions reported in (Cisco Inc., 2008). Again, P2P-based IP-TV has

gained a significant market share in very short time. It can even

compete with conventional Content Distribution Networks (CDNs)

as used by YouTube (Gill et al., 2007).

In order to understand the success of P2P-based content distribu-

tion, we will investigate now briefly the highly popular eDonkey

system (Tutschku, 2004; Wearden, 2003). eDonkey is a typical

representative for P2P content distribution applications. The eDon-

key architecture is depicted in Fig. 2. eDonkey is denoted as a

hybrid-P2P system since it consists of two kinds: a) end-user peers

(for short denoted as peers) providing and downloading files, and b)

index servers providing the information on the locations of a file or

parts of it. When a peer wants to download a file, it queries the

index servers and then asks the providing peers for data transmis-

sion. The data transmission can be accelerated by using the multiple

source download principle. Here, two or more different pieces of a

file are downloaded in parallel from different providing peers. Due

to the availability of order information, the pieces can be reas-

sembled appropriately. Since peers can both, downloading and pro-

viding information, the boundary between consumer and provider

vanishes in P2P systems.

A closer look reveals that P2P content distribution systems form

two different overlays. One overlay is dedicated to the distribution of

query information, while the other one is dedicated for user data

exchange, i.e. for transmitting video or audio information. It

becomes also evident that the two overlays may have different

topologies, addresses, and routing principles. In addition, a down-

loading peer remains in command where to download the data

from. If numerous peers provide the same information, the down-

loading peer can choose the best peers to download from. This

characteristic facilitates also the feature of P2P overlays to be more

reliable than conventional client=server systems since they don’t rely

on a single source. Another feature of P2P systems is the use of their

own addressing schemes. In this way, they are able to circumvent

the problems of Internet hosts being behind NAT (Network Address

Translation). Moreover, P2P overlays enable the integration of net-

works of different technologies and of different administrative

domains into a single virtual structure. Thus, they facilitate the

notion of multi-network services (Tutschku, Tran-Gia, Andersen,

2008).

Table 2. Amount of IP TV traffic

Traffic Type Terabytes
per month

YouTube – worldwide (Cisco est., May 2008) 100.000
P2P Video Streaming in China (Jan. 2008) 33.000
YouTube – United States (May 2008) 30.500
US Internet backbone at year end 2000 25.000
US Internet backbone at year end 1998 6.000

Table 1. Typical traffic distribution residential access systems

Type P2P Not identified Web E-mail FTP

Percent 67.3% 23.3% 7.9% 1.2% 0.3%

Fig. 2. Hybrid P2P content distribution application
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2.3.2 Diversity in connectivity and quality

Another achievement of today’s Internet is its diversity in connectiv-

ity and quality. The Internet is not a homogenous network with a flat

topology. Figure 3 depicts the topologies of four North-American

Tier 1 network operators (AS3356, AS3561, AS3967, AS6461) on

Point-of-Presence (POP) level (Liljenstam, Liu, Nicol, 2003). The

figure reveals that a very large number of locations have many

different routes to an arbitrary destination. These routes are often

spread among different operators. Hence, a user would have

heoretically the possibility to choose among the multiple providers

and even within a provider among multiple routes. This character-

istic would not only facilitate better performance but might also

increase the competition among providers. A user can chose the

most cost-efficient provider. Additionally, this picture shows that a

significant redundancy is present in the networks. A better exploita-

tion of this characteristic might enhance the reliability of the system.

The current Internet is not only diverse in its topology. Accompa-

nying this feature is its diversity in quality. Theoretically, the current

Internet protocols should find the ‘‘shortest’’ route to a destination.

This feature means that theoretically the triangle inequality (TI) holds

for the packet delay, cf. Fig. 4. However, recent measurements

within PlanetLab have demonstrated that this inequality is violated

more often than one has expected so far. The violation might be as

high as 25% (Banerjee, Griffin, Pias, 2004).

This result shows a) that the current Internet routing is far from

being optimal, b) better routes exist and sufficient capacity is often

available in the networks and c) it can potentially be exploited and

offered. Unfortunately, current IP transport protocols are not readily

capable for multi-homing.

2.3.3 Operating system (OS) virtualization

The virtualization of operating systems has become very popular

recently due to its capability to consolidate multiple virtual servers into

a single physical machine (Daley, Dennis, 1968; SCOPE Alliance, 2009).

2.3.3.1 Virtualization techniques

In general, virtualization technology can be used to consolidate

physical resources to reduce power consumption, maintenance

and management costs. In addition, by loosening the binding of

services to the physical resources providing those services, virtua-

lization increases reconfiguration flexibility. The potential of virtua-

lization technology to increase reliability, availability, and

serviceability is thus attracting the attention of service providers

as well as of system vendors. From the system point of view,

virtualization is a technology that abstracts physical resources to

generate logical resources. Two types of virtualization techniques

can be distinguished: for a) sharing of resources and for b) aggre-

gation of resources. While option a) is typically used when a single

physical resource is considered for sharing, option b) provides for a

logical resource, cf. Fig. 5.

When the sharing type of virtualization is required, the virtualiza-

tion mechanism makes multiple virtual resources and provides them

to the upper layer, cf. Fig. 5(a). A virtual machine monitor (VMM) (or

Fig. 3. Selected North-American Tier 1 provider networks

Fig. 4. Triangle inequality violation

Fig. 5. Types of virtualization
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hypervisor) is the typical example of a sharing mechanism in virtua-

lization. A VMM controls the CPU scheduler to cut the CPU time into

slices and provides them to the virtual machines (VMs) as virtual

CPUs. That is, a single physical CPU resource is virtualized into multi-

ple logical CPUs and shared by multiple VMs. Isolation and safe

partitioning is a key to this type of virtualization at the hardware

level.

The second option for virtualization is aggregation, cf. Fig. 5(b).

This virtualization mechanism provides a single virtual resource out

of multiple physical resources in the resource pool, often this

approach is also denoted as resource pooling (Wischik, Handley,

Bagnulo Braun, 2008). Load balancing is the typical example of

aggregation-type of virtualization. A scheduler presents a single

server to the network and then distributes the network accesses

and their counter processing to multiple servers in a server pool.

Seamless reconfiguration is a key to the aggregation-type of virtua-

lization, which is usually provided by a software layer. A NV concept

based on aggregation will be discussed in Sect. 4.2.2.

2.3.3.2 Advantages by virtualization

The application of OS virtualization reduces directly the operational

expenditures (OPEX) of multiple servers. When implemented appro-

priately, virtualization permits fair and reliable resource isolation

among virtual machines. In this way, virtualization allows a safe

testing of server configurations without harming the other virtual

machines. Furthermore, a personal machine configuration running

on large servers is permitted for individual users. In this way, the

users can use even a complete computer center as a PC which is

located next to their desks.

Another advantage is that virtualization enables applications to be

moved arbitrarily within the memory. This memory invariance can be

exploited. Applications and systems can easily be moved and relo-

cated to arbitrary physical locations.

In order to speed up the relocation of an instance of a virtual

computer, efficient compression technologies for complete machine

states such as SBUML (Scrap-Book User Mode Linux) (Sato et al.,

2003) have been developed. SBUML can compress a state down to

10% of the real memory size. This compression ration enables a fast

relocation of even large router operating system images within a

network.

3. Network virtualization: solving the puzzle

The puzzle how Network Virtualization can overcome the shortfalls

of today’s Internet and paving the way for the Future Internet

resolves when the outlined achievements are combined with the

recent results on generic infrastructures, overlays and federation.

3.1 Generic infrastructure, overlays, and federation

NV enables the easy consolidation of multiple networks or overlays

into a single physical system. Each virtual network can be utilized for

different applications, e.g., with different QoS requirements. Hence,

major concepts in NV are to provide a generic infrastructure, which

supports multiple overlay networks in parallel, and to federate the

resources provided by these infrastructures and overlays. In detail,

resource federation permits the interconnection of independently-

owned and autonomously administered NV infrastructures in a way

that permits their owners to define resource usage and allocation

policies for the infrastructure under their control, operators to man-

age their infrastructures, and researchers to create and populate

overlays, allocate resources to them, and run, currently experi-

ment-specific, software in them. The concept of federation is

depicted in Fig. 6 (after (Landweber, Falk, 2008)). It depicts a

researcher executing his experiment across an evolving federation,

e.g. in the GENI project. Such federations of infrastructures can span

across multiple providers, technologies, and even other countries. In

this example, the infrastructure is inherently planned for inter-

domain management and operation. This feature gives raise to the

hope that the concept of NV may be able to implement features,

long hoped for in networks which are inter-domain management

and in particular inter-domain traffic management.

How to achieve a federation feature is at the moment under

heavy discussion (The GENI Consortium, 2009). The currently most

promising approach is the one from Cluster B of the GENI project

that is based on components (Peterson et al., 2009). For example, a

component might be an edge computer, a customizable router, or a

programmable access point. These components can be made avail-

able by their owners for the use in an overlay. A component encap-

sulates a collection of resources, including physical resources (e.g.,

CPU, memory, disk, bandwidth), logical resources (e.g., file descrip-

tors, port numbers), and synthetic resources (e.g., packet forwarding

fast paths). These resources can be contained in a single physical

device or distributed across a set of devices. A given resource can

belong to at most one component.

Each component is controlled via a component manager (CM),

which exports well defined remotely accessible interfaces. The CM

defines the operations available to user-level services to manage the

allocation of component resources to different users and their appli-

cations. Typically, a component’s CM runs on the component itself,

although a remote proxy CM can also control components that are

unable to host a CM. It must be possible to multiplex (this is often

denoted a sharing mode in NV as defined above) component

resources among multiple users. In NV, the notion of ‘‘to slice’’ is

often used as synonym for ‘‘to share’’. This can be done by combin-

ing the virtualization of the components (where each user acquires a

virtual copy of the component’s resources), or by partitioning of the

component into distinct resource sets (where each user acquires a

physical partition of the component’s resource). In both cases, it is

said that the user is granted a sliver of the component. Each com-

ponent must include hardware or software mechanisms that isolate

slivers from each other, making it appropriate to view a sliver as a

resource container.

The network interfaces on components are shared by VMs. The

access to the interfaces is controlled by a VMM. The VMM has to

accomplish here two key tasks. First, it must provide shared access to

the network interface. This means that the virtual machines out-

going network traffic must be multiplexed together before being

sent over the network; similarly, incoming network traffic must be

demultiplexed before being delivered to the appropriate virtual

machines. Second, the VMM must protect the virtual machines from

each other. This means that no virtual machine must be allowed to

transfer data into or out of another virtual machine’s memory. Thus,

Fig. 6. Concept of federation, after (Landweber, Falk, 2008)
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NV achieves strong resource isolation among the virtual routers.

Therefore, the challenge when implementing a generic NV node is

to provide efficient, shared, and protected access to the network

interface. A slice is defined by a set of slivers which spans a set of

network components (plus an associated set of users), see also Fig. 7.

From a user’s perspective, a slice is a network of computing and

communication resources capable of running an application or a

wide-area network service. From an operator’s perspective, slices

are the primary abstraction for accounting and accountability

(Peterson et al., 2009).

3.1.1 Virtual network and slice management

A slice is managed using three main management operations:

" Register: the slice exists in name and is bound to a set of users;
" Instantiate: the slice is configured on a set of components and

resources assigned to it;
" Activate: the slice is booted, at which point it runs code on

behalf of a user.

The detailed configuration of the components and physical

resources can be achieved for the Cluster B project in the GENI

system via the Raven provisioning service (The Raven Consortium,

2009). The Raven service is based on the Stork package manage-

ment toolkit for PlanetLab (Cappos et al., 2007). Raven is able to

provide what GENI experiment needs to run: software, runtime

environments, and resources. It can be used for typical FCAPS tasks

(Subramanian, 1999), in particular for slice management, configura-

tion management, and monitoring and data collection.

A major feature of GENI is its capability to grow, revise and adapt

slices during operation. For example, a successful, long running

experiment can grow larger over time. Therefore, a researcher

may issue configuration requests to the GENI clearinghouse asking

for additional resources and components, allocating them, and bind-

ing them to the slice. The components may be leased from different

infrastructures, i.e. aggregates, and even be of different technolo-

gies, cf. Fig. 8(a).

A slice authority implements security and policy management. It is

associated with each slice and takes responsibility for the behavior of

the slice. Every slice is registered only once, but the set of users

bound to it can change over time. A slice registration has a finite

lifetime; the responsible slice authority must refresh this registration

periodically. The slice authority may ask for registration at a trusted

authority, which is typically denoted as the clearing house, cf.

Fig. 8(b). A clearinghouse is a mostly operational grouping of

a) architectural elements including trust anchors for Management

Authorities and Slice Authorities and b) for services including user,

slice and component registries, a portal for resource discovery, a

portal for managing policies, and services needed for operations and

management. There can be multiple clearinghouses, which can fed-

erate. One application of federation is as the interface between

clearinghouses. In this way, components from different administra-

tive domains can be bound into a single slice. Thus, a slice can span

over various providers, even international, semiprivate and commer-

cial ones, with diverse technologies, cf. Fig. 8(b). As a result of these

integration capabilities, the concept of federated slices is able to

facilitate the convergence of diverse networks.

3.1.2 Benefit of network virtualization

The concept of a slice is an abstraction for networks and network

applications. As a result, NV using slices permit distributed partici-

pants to create almost instantly their own network with application-

specific naming, topology, routing, and resource management

mechanisms such as server virtualization. Users can thus use even

a whole computing center arbitrarily as their own personal compu-

ter. An immediate benefit of NV is the reduction of the required

amount of hardware (capital expenditures, CAPEX) and of the

operational expenditures (OPEX) of network structures, since less

Fig. 7. Slices in GENI, after (Landweber, Falk, 2008)

Fig. 8. Adaptation capabilities for virtual networks in the GENI architecture (Landweber, Falk, 2008)
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physical systems have to be configured. As a result, NV is considered

currently as an operational technique. From the viewpoint of design-

ing communication networks, the concept of NV has the potential to

extend beyond operational issues. It may address some of the

impasses of today’s Internet such as the limited pluralism of the

architectures (Anderson et al., 2005).

3.2 Building blockings for network virtualization

The concept of virtual network structures, such as P2P overlays,

forms the first major building block for Network Virtualization, cf.

Fig. 9. Due to their ability to form arbitrary application specific net-

work structures, overlays can achieve higher performance and are

more reliable than other network architectures. In addition, the

specific ability of P2P overlays for symmetric roles prevents a look-

in of users into a specific provider. The capability of overlays for

bridging between various network architectures facilitates services

across multiple technical and operational domains.

The second building block is the diversity in connectivity and

quality in networks. The diversity of today’s Internet will even be

increased in the Future Internet due to new physical transport sys-

tems for core networks, such as 100 GB Ethernet, and more network

providers. As a result, it can be assumed that high amounts of data

transmission capacity will be available in the future. If one is able to

locate these resources, they can be utilized for achieving high per-

formance and reliability of the system.

Finally, OS virtualization and generic infrastructures constitute the

third building block. It provides the opportunity to consolidate safely

multiple networks in one physical platform. In addition, it may

simplify the management of the system due to the reduction of

physical entities.

3.3 Routing overlays: the tool for evolving today’s and the

future Internet

The combination of these building blocks provides the basis for

Network Virtualization. The deficiencies of today’s system and the

foundation for the future Internet can be laid by defining a virtual

routing infrastructure, also known as routing overlays. This infra-

structure should a) enable its re-use on small scale, b) provide ser-

vices invariant from the location of the service provider, and c)

permit the use of application-layer mechanisms safely in lower layers

of the stack.

4. Implementing advanced routing overlays

Recently, various architectures of routing overlays have been pro-

posed (Nakao, Peterson, Bavier, 2003; Gummadi et al., 2004). A

highly promising approach is the concept of one-hop source rout-

ing. Hereby, the user data is forwarded to a specific intermediate

node which then relays the traffic to its destination using ordinary

IP routing. The dedicated forwarding can be easily achieved by

establishing a tunnel to the intermediate node. The advantage of

one-hop source routing is the easy control of performance by

selecting an appropriate intermediate node while still being scal-

able.

4.1 An efficient one-hop source routing architecture

An efficient one-hop source architecture capable of NV was

suggested in (Lane, Nakao, 2007; Khor, Nakao, 2008). This archi-

tecture is depicted in Fig. 10. The architecture applies edge-based

NV-boxes which can execute safely virtual router software. These

software routers can accept incoming traffic from tunnel and for-

ward this traffic to the destination using conventional IP routing

protocols. When a source wants to send data with controlled

performance, cf. Step 1 in Fig. 10, then it sends a signal to an

Fig. 9. Components of network virtualization

Fig. 10. Routing overlay using one-hop source routing
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NV-box running the One-hop Source Router (OSR) software. When

an OSR router receives such a signal it asks a Path Oracle to provide

him with the address of an intermediate node which can forward

this data in the required way, cf. Step 2 in Fig. 10. Subsequently,

the ingress OSR router establishes a tunnel to the selected inter-

mediate OSR router, cf. Step 3 in Fig. 10. Finally, the intermediate

OSR router inserts the traffic into the conventional IP routing

process, cf. Step 4 in Fig. 10.

This architecture shows a separation of the former monolithic IP

system into two virtual overlays, one for signaling and one for data

forwarding. This separation can be seen in parallel to the two over-

lays in P2P content distribution applications. The two overlays can be

structured and equipped with routing mechanisms according to

their specific function.

However, it also has to be mentioned here that edge-based nature

of this architecture reduces the efficiency of one-hop source routing.

As a consequence SOR systems should also be deployed in core

networks.

Due to the use of NV-boxes and their placement at arbitrary

locations, virtual SORS systems are also instantiated at arbitrary

locations. Thus, virtual routing overlays can re-use the generic infra-

structure available in the network.

4.2 Concurrent multipath transfer

The capability of the above introduced one-hop source architecture

can be demonstrated readily by the problem of achieving very high

throughput data transmissions. The solution to this problem is the

combination of the multiple overlay paths into one large overall

transport pipe by using concurrent multipath transfer.

4.2.1 Overall architecture

The considered CMP architecture sends data packets concurrently

on different overlay paths from the source to the destination. This

principle is also known as striping or inverse-multiplexing. The paths

can be chosen from different overlays, which can span across dif-

ferent physical networks. Figure 11 shows such a case. It depicts two

physical network (indicated by solid lines) and two overlays (indi-

cated by dashed lines), which are embedded in these physical net-

works. The high capacity, overall transport pipe is combined from

two paths from different overlays.

The combination of different paths achieves a direct increase of

throughput and a higher reliability since the system does not rely on

a single path anymore. In addition, this architecture facilitates inter-

domain traffic management and edge-based performance control

due to the selection of appropriate intermediate nodes. In addition,

the application of the path oracle can lead to rapid discovery of

available resources in the network. Such a path oracle can be pro-

vided by the network operator or by other institutions (Aggarwal,

Feldmann, Scheideler, 2007).

4.2.2 Transport virtualization

The idea of transport virtualization is motivated partly by the abstrac-

tion introduced in P2P content distribution networks (CDNs). When

using the multi-source download mode, a peer downloads multiple

parts of a file in parallel from different peers. As a result, the down-

loading peer doesn’t rely any more on a single peer, which provides

the data, and the reliability and the goodput is increased. Thus,

multi-source download mode is a type of the aggregation mode

of virtualization.

The above outlined abstraction of a storage resource is now

transferred to the area of data transport. Transport Virtualization

(TV) can be viewed as an abstraction concept for data transport

resources. Hereby, the physical location of the transport resource

doesn’t matter as long as this resource is accessible. In TV an

abstract data transport resource can be combined from one or more

physical or overlay data transport resources. Such a resource can be,

e.g., a leased line, a wave length path, an overlay link, or an IP

forwarding capability to a certain destination. These resources can

be used preclusively or concurrently and can be located in even

different physical networks or administrative domains. Thus, an

abstract transport resource exhibits again the feature of location

independence.

4.2.3 Transmission mechanism

Figure 12 shows a more detailed model of the striping mechanism.

The data stream is divided at the SOR router into segments which

are splits into k smaller parts. These k parts are transmitted in parallel

on k different overlay paths. The receiving SOR router reassembles

these parts again into segments. The parts can arrive at the receiving

router at different time instances since they are transmitted on paths

with different delay distributions. Therefore, it is possible that they

arrive ‘‘out of order’’. It should be mentioned here, that part re-

ordering could only happen between different paths. The order of

packets on a path is maintained since packets typically cannot over-

take each other on a path.

In order to avoid having this behavior impact on the application

performance, the receiving SOR router maintains a finite re-sequen-

cing buffer. However, when the re-sequencing buffer is filled and

Fig. 11. Providing a high-capacity pipe by a combination of multiple
overlay paths

Fig. 12. CMP transmission mechanism
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the receiving router is still waiting for parts, part loss can occur. This

loss of parts is again harmful for the application and should be

minimized. This can be achieved by an appropriate selection of the

re-sequencing buffer size. A performance investigation of the CMP

transport mechanism and of the buffer occupancy is provided in

(Zinner et al., 2009).

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have investigated the deficiencies and the achieve-

ments of today’s Internet. We outlined why and how Network

Virtualization (NV) can overcome the shortfalls of the current system

and it paves the way for the Future Internet. NV is the technology

that allows the simultaneous operation of multiple logical networks

(also known as overlays) on a single physical platform. Furthermore,

we argued why a new concept for convergence is needed in future

networks and how NV and the idea of federation may achieve this

aim.

In addition, we introduced a more elaborate concept for network

virtualization, which is denoted as Transport Virtualization (TV). TV

transfers the concept of location independence of resources to the

area of data transport in communication networks.

The major building blocks of NV are the a) use of application-

specific routing overlays, b) the safe consolidation of resources by OS

virtualization on a generic infrastructure, and c) the exploitation of

the network’s diversity for performance enhancements as well as for

new business models such as the provisioning of intermediates

nodes or path oracles.

Future investigations will be focused on two areas: a) how man-

age and operate a generic infrastructure for virtualized networks

and b) how to combine resources for TV in order to locations

independence for.
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